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Abstract: Novel textile-like linked structures, realised using a rapid manufacturing (RM) pro-
cess, have been proposed and developed recently. Various potential applications exist, and in
most cases the mechanical performance must be evaluated. The present paper outlines a
method to solve this problem by employing finite-element (FE) techniques at two scales,
using the results of analysis at the meso-scale (the scale of the repeating unit) to provide equiv-
alent non-linear spring behaviour for each textile link at the macro-scale. Validation with exper-
imental test data from each scale was performed and these results are presented. Initial results
overestimated mechanical performance. Microscopy suggested that this may be due to edge
porosity in the specimens, and the dimensions of the FE models were adjusted accordingly
as an initial approach to account for this. Predictions incorporating this modification exhibited
excellent agreement with experimental measurements. The current work demonstrates both a
technique, which could be automated for use in the design environment, and the potential
value of developing an integrated process simulation to provide local material property data
for the FE model.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The development of layerwise additive manufactur-
ing techniques has evolved from the age of rapid pro-
totyping (RP) to one in which rapid manufacturing
(RM) is being used as a low-volume commercial pro-
duction technique. The design freedom associated
with additive processes enables the manufacture of
discontinuous interlinked structures, which behave
in a manner similar to textiles [1], as shown in Fig. 1.
They can offer similar or even greater levels of
out-of-plane and shear flexibility, while being manu-
factured from notionally homogeneous isotropic

materials rather than highly anisotropic bundles of
fibres. This provides some added benefits, which can
be exploited, for example, when making protective
clothing capable of absorbing local through-thickness
impact loads due to the presence of hard surfaces
joined together in a flexible manner (similar to the
principles of medieval mail armour). The ability to
incorporate other functionality such as fasteners (e.g.
clips and zips) in a single manufacturing process
also has great significance. Above all, the process
lends itself to custom fitted items since there are no
tooling costs associated with each design.
In collaboration with Loughborough University, a

mapping technique building on the University of
Nottingham’s textile modelling expertise [2] was
developed to enable arbitrary shapes to be covered
with conformal RM textile structures in an automated
fashion. This technique uses a surface mesh of the
geometry similar to that used in finite element (FE)
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analysis, and places the repeating link geometry at
each of the nodes, such that interlinking loops lie
along the element edges. This is shown schematically
in Fig. 2. Provided that a sufficiently uniform mesh is
used this is a robust technique. A mesh must be such
that the textile geometry can be fitted to the nodes
and element edges without significant deformation,
i.e. the distributions of both element edge lengths
and angles between element sides must be relatively
smooth. The method is described in more detail in
reference [3] and has been developed as an in-house
software package knownasChainLink. Since themap-
ping process is now essentially automated, it is timely
to determine an efficient route to evaluatemechanical
behaviour of any proposed structures in order to com-
plete the design process. This would enable both the
prediction of structural performance and the optimiz-
ation of textile repeating unit geometry. This is not a
trivial problem due to the presence of rigid body
movement in some loading conditions. Due to the
novelty of the structures in question, appropriate
modelling techniques have not yet been reported in
the literature. Developing a suitable method for this
problem, which may be applied in general situations
is the focus of the present paper.

2 MATERIAL BEHAVIOUR

The material used for specimen manufacture was
Duraform PA, a commercially produced semi-
crystalline nylon-12 powder, having an average
particle diameter of approximately 58 mm. Studies
have shown a significant dependence of mechanical

behaviour on temperature and ageing [4]; because
of this, all mechanical testing was performed under
the same atmospheric conditions (T ¼ 20 8C, RH ¼
50 per cent) and all mechanical test specimens were
of the same age. Manufacturing was performed by
selective laser sintering (SLS), a technique favoured
since it produces net-shape parts, requiring no
additional structure to support the layers as they are
being built. The layerwise nature of the process has
been shown to cause some inherent anisotropy [5];
this was not considered in the modelling work, but
mechanical test specimens were all manufactured
in the same orientation within the machine to avoid
inconsistency. Dimensional constraints on part geo-
metry for SLS are a function of process parameters
including powder particle size and laser spot diam-
eter. The smallest achievable feature size using the
equipment in the current study was approximately
0.5 mm, while the dimensional tolerance of the pro-
cess was within +0.2 mm.
In order to evaluate the behaviour of the finished

material, tensile test specimens were manufactured
using the SLS process, having dimensions in accord-
ance with BS 2782. Testing was undertaken using an
Instron 1195 universal testing machine. Sample
extension was recorded using a clip-on extensometer,
while data from the load cell were also logged using a
PC interface. Nominal stress and strain were con-
verted to true stress and logarithmic strain using the
relations [6]

1true ¼ lnð1þ 1nomÞ

and

strue ¼ snomð1þ 1nomÞ

where 1 is strain and s is stress; subscripts nom
and true refer to nominal and true quantities,
respectively. Three repeat specimens were tested;
the resultant stress–strain data are shown in Fig. 3.
The specimens showed elastic–plastic behaviour
prior to a sudden failure exhibiting unstable crack
growth and bifurcation. Localized necking was not
observed prior to failure. An elastic–plastic material
model was fitted to these stress–strain data, charac-
terized by the material parameters in Table 1. Ulti-
mate failure was described using a progressive
damage model within the Abaqus FE code, specified
using the Damage Initiation and Damage Evolution
options. The damage model uses a non-local formu-
lation implemented in terms of equivalent plastic dis-
placement in order to eliminate mesh dependency.
Further details of this technique can be found in the
Abaqus documentation [6]. To verify the behaviour
of the material model, a single three-dimensional
FE (type C3D8) was subjected to a pure axial tensile

Fig. 2 (a) The basic unit of textile construction; (b)

mesh of surface to be fitted with textile; and

(c) conformal textile

Fig. 1 Typical rapid manufactured textiles
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stress, to represent the material within the gauge
length of the tensile test specimen; the response is
plotted with the experimental data in Fig. 3. Although
the ultimate failure observed in the tensile specimens
was caused by unstable crack growth, it was con-
sidered that using this ductile failure model with a
suitably low damage evolution parameter provided
a good description of the material behaviour. A
damage evolution parameter of zero would result in
fully brittle behaviour.

3 APPROACH FOR MODELLING RM TEXTILES

Since RM textiles consist of a large set of deformable,
discrete, solid bodies with small feature sizes relative
to the dimensions of the macroscopic assembly, it is
not practical to simulate the deformation of a com-
plete piece of material using a detailed model of
solid FE. The large number of elements and contact
surfaces required and the presence of rigid body
motion make such a solution impossible with the
computing hardware typically available to designers.
Based on the strategy used for geometric mapping
over complex surfaces, described above, an assembly
of equivalent links can be considered, as indicated for
a simple torus-based textile in Fig. 4. The method
employed was to conduct an analysis of the
meso-scale solid model in order to obtain the non-
linear force-displacement response; subsequently
these data were used to define the non-linear spring
behaviour of the equivalent link. Such a technique

is appropriate for modelling the equivalent mem-
brane behaviour of such textiles under tensile loads.
Limitations exist for conditions where loading
causes bodies to contact with one another in a fric-
tion dominated or unstable manner, i.e. compression
or shear loads. For the latter case, the use of an
additional spring element across the diagonal of a
square of trusses has been suggested for conventional
textiles used as composite reinforcements [8], but the
use of such a technique for these structures would
require some caution since the shear behaviour is
dominated by different mechanisms from those
affecting fibrous textiles.
Meso-scale FE analyses were conducted using the

Abaqus Explicit code, primarily due to its ability to
solve problems containing rigid body motions and
to handle multiple contact conditions. The boundary
conditions used are shown schematically in Fig. 4(b).
Displacement boundary conditions were used in the
interests of model stability. Automatic mass scaling
was used to obtain a solution in a reasonable time
without sacrificing accuracy; this is a standard tech-
nique when solving quasi-static problems using an
explicit dynamic code. Standard checks were used
to verify the validity of the analysis, including check-
ing that the ratio of kinetic energy to internal strain
energy in the model was small (always ,10 per
cent, typically approximately 2 per cent). A hard con-
tact algorithm was used with no contact damping.
Linear and quadratic global damping were applied
to the model using the Bulk Viscosity option to
reduce numerical artefacts in the solution. The
linear and quadratic damping coefficients were 0.06
and 1.2, respectively. The model shown in Fig. 4(a)
consisted of approximately 3300 nodes and 2500 hex-
ahedral elements, and took approximately 15 min to
run on a desktop PC with dual 2.8 GHz Intel Xeon

Fig. 4 (a)FEmeshofmeso-scale linkused tocharacterise

the structural behaviour of a simple RM textile; (b)

boundary conditions applied to the meso-scale

link model (all faces having boundary conditions

were also constrained in the third direction);

and (c) abstraction to an equivalent single spring

element

Table 1 Parameters used in the elastic–

plastic material model

Young’s modulus (MPa) 1733
Poisson’s ratio [7] 0.3
Yield stress at 0 plastic strain (MPa) 46.6
Yield stress at 0.12 plastic strain (MPa) 53.0
Plastic strain at damage initiation 0.1
Damage evolution parameter 0.05

Fig. 3 Stress–strain data for Duraform PA obtained by

tensile testing, with the assumed elastic–plastic

model superimposed
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processors. The mesh density was selected on the
basis of a simple convergence study for non-linear
behaviour for this load case. For other loading con-
ditions, which may introduce different localized
stress concentrations, further investigation may be
necessary.
The force-displacement history from themeso-scale

model contained a certain amount of oscillation due to
the dynamic nature of the solution technique, as can
be seen in the results presented in Fig. 5. A polynomial
function was fitted to the section of the curve between
the occurrence of initial contact and final failure; in
this initial study the order of the polynomial was
selected manually to suit the characteristic shape of
the curve without reproducing localized irregularities.
This polynomial was used, in conjunction with the
predicted failure displacement, to generate a table of
force-displacement data in a suitable form for use
with the Spring, Non-linear option within the Abaqus
Standard implicit FE code. To verify the procedure,
the output from a model consisting of a single Spring
element is also plotted in Fig. 5.
Having determined the non-linear behaviour of the

equivalent link, an analysis of a textile sample was
conducted. The mesh of two-noded spring elements
was generated by ChainLink from the same FE sur-
face mesh used for construction of the solid model
for manufacture. The models generated from Chain-
Link are illustrated in Fig. 6. The spring element
mesh was written out in the Abaqus format and the
non-linear spring behaviour and boundary conditions
were added manually. All analyses incorporated
large-displacement effects. Due to the simple nature
of this test problem, the analysis was conducted on
a single CPU in less than 1 min. The results will be dis-
cussed in the following section of the current paper.

4 INITIAL RESULTS

In order to verify the analysis results at each of the
scales considered, comparisons were made with
experimental measurements. Due to the dimensions
of the meso-scale in typical RM textiles (e.g. 11 mm
major diameter, 1.75 mmwire diameter for the torus-
based textile illustrated in Fig. 6(a), validation of
single link behaviour at this scale was performed
using a larger realisation of a similar geometry,
having a central link of 30 mm major diameter and
4.5 mmwire diameter. The specimens weremanufac-
tured with integrated clamping blocks suitable for the
jaws of a testing machine. An as-manufactured speci-
men is shown in Fig. 7(a). To ensure that failure did
not occur close to the clamping blocks, the tori con-
nected to the blocks were manufactured with slightly
larger dimensions than the central torus. Three repeat
specimens were tested using the same equipment
described above. Due to the constraint imposed by
the presence of integrated clamping blocks, the
boundary conditions applied to the model were
modified to include restraint in the transverse direc-
tion, as illustrated schematically in Fig. 7(b). Since
the deformation at the edge of the blocks was
assumed to be negligible, the clamping blocks them-
selves were not modelled directly for reasons of com-
putational efficiency.
Experimental results are presented in Fig. 8(a) and

are compared with results from the FE model. It can
be seen that the model significantly overestimated
the stiffness and strength of the specimen; reasons
for this are discussed in section 5 of this paper.
Using the method described in section 3, the

non-linear spring behaviour of a meso-scale link
was determined and the response of a piece of textile,
shown schematically in Fig. 6, was predicted.
The polynomial equation fitted to the meso-scale

Fig. 6 (a) Three-dimensional geometry (without

clamping blocks) for experimental testing

and (b) abstraction of geometry using spring

elements

Fig. 5 Force-extensionbehaviour obtained fromexplicit

FE analysis of the meso-scale link geometry. The

coefficients of the polynomial fit were used to

define the behaviour of a non-linear spring

element; force-displacement data from a single

element model are also shown
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results was

y ¼ �1:0724x2 þ 13:825x

where x is the displacement in mm and y is the force in
Newton. The textile was manufactured with clamping
blocks and tested in tension, once again using three
repeat specimens. The experimental and predicted
force-displacement responses of the textile are pre-
sented in Fig. 8(b). In both the textile and large single
link specimens, failure was usually observed in the
cross-sections of the links normal to the load, i.e. areas
subjected to tension rather than bending; this was also
the case in FE models. As in the case of the large single
link geometry, the stiffness and strength were overesti-
mated; reasons for this and ways to improve the agree-
ment between model and experiment are investigated
in the following section of the current paper.

5 MESO-SCALE MODEL ADJUSTMENT AND
JUSTIFICATION

As stated above, initial predictions of component
behaviour significantly overestimated stiffness and
strength, although the material model showed good
agreement with experimental data from tests on sin-
tered tensile specimens. As mentioned previously,

published studies have noted that mechanical prop-
erties of this material can vary according to proces-
sing conditions and with orientation relative to the
build direction [5]. Optical microscopy was per-
formed on a central torus from an as-manufactured
large single link geometry (as shown in Fig. 7). The
torus was cast in a thermosetting polymer and
ground and polished using standard sample prep-
aration techniques, to permit examination of the
material at the midplane. Care was taken to ensure
that sufficient coolant was used during polishing to
avoid overheating at the surface of the thermoplastic
specimen. A dark dye penetrant was used to improve
the contrast of voids against the white polymer.
Microscopy was performed using a 5x objective
lens; images were captured using a CCD camera con-
nected to a PC.
It was observed that, although the majority of the

specimen was well consolidated, some ‘feathering’
or edge porosity was observed, particularly in regions
of the sample with edges at approximately 458 to the
build direction (i.e. the direction in which layers are
added during manufacture). This phenomenon is
illustrated in Fig. 9. Examination of material from
the tensile specimens revealed very low porosity;
this was probably due to the long, straight, and

Fig. 7 (a) Large single link geometry used for validation

at the meso-scale and (b) boundary conditions

applied to the large meso-scale validation

model. All faces having boundary conditions

were fully constrained in the global 2 and 3

directions to simulate the effect of the

clamping blocks

Fig. 8 Experimental force-extension response shown

with FE predictions from the initial models for

(a) the large single link geometry and (b) the

textile specimen
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thick nature of the geometry, which resulted in
greater heating and improved densification due to
the higher volume to surface area ratio of the part.
This porosity could explain the difference in stiff-

ness observed between experimental and predicted
results. In a detailed study, it may be beneficial to
employ a process model using techniques such as
those described by Shi et al. [9], Bugeda et al. [10]
and by Tontowi and Childs [11] and [12]; such a pro-
cess model could estimate local porosity and provide
appropriate local material properties for the FE
analysis. Since this was beyond the scope of the pre-
sent study a pragmatic approach was adopted, in
which the wire diameters of the tori, which consti-
tuted the textile links were reduced by a notional
value, effectively reducing the mechanical properties
of the most porous regions to zero. In both the large
and small single link models, the wire diameter was
reduced by 0.5 mm as a first approximation based
on the depth of the feathering observed at the link
edges. Note that this value may differ for other geo-
metries and process parameters, but appeared to
hold for both torus-based geometries tested in the
course of this work. While, in the presence of scaling
effects in components of different dimensions, the
use of a constant value to describe the reduction in
effective size due to edge porosity will introduce
changes in behaviour of different magnitudes, there
are no inherent complications due to the general
nature of the method.

The FE analyses were run with this new geometry.
The revised polynomial equation fitted to the
meso-scale results was

y ¼ �0:7801x2 þ 9:6823x

where x is the displacement inmmand y is the force in
Newton. Results from these revised models showed
excellent agreement with experimental data, both
for the large single link geometry and for the textile
specimen. The predictions are presented in Fig. 10.

6 DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

It has been demonstrated that a two-scale modelling
approach such as that described in this paper can be
used to predict the response of these new structures.
Since this is a new development in the field of RM
applications, no previous analysis of such textiles has
been performed. Themethod proposed can be applied
to large RM textile structures due to the use of two sep-
arate modelling scales. Due to the nature of its oper-
ation much, if not all, of the analysis can be
automated and driven by the application used to map
the textile to the surface geometry. This will represent
significant value as the suitability of such structures is
assessed in the context of specific new applications.
However, porosity was observed around part edges,

whichmust be accounted for in the model. The use of
a simple reduction in wire diameter of the tori, which
constituted these textiles was analogous to a surface
erosion in the general case. Results using these
models gave excellent agreement with experimental
data, but this may not be the most robust method
to account for the porosity since it does not give con-
sideration to the actual geometry at the surface, par-
ticularly with respect to the build direction. After
automating the technique, the next stage in develop-
ment would be to incorporate a process model
capable of predicting local geometry and porosity as
a function of the processing parameters and hence
able to provide material data at any given point
within the model. This would enable optimization
of the component according to requirements of
structural performance, mass, and manufacturing
time. A complicating factor with the textiles analysed
herein is that the links are free to rotate after manu-
facture; hence, prediction of the effects caused by
directionality resulting from the layered manufactur-
ing process would probably be limited to the
calculation of upper and lower bounds. It may be
appropriate to apply a stochastic technique, for
example accounting for build direction/orientation
effects at the meso-scale to obtain a distribution of
properties for use in a probabilistic model of the
textile. It should be noted, however, that these

Fig. 9 Typical porosity and ‘feathering’ occurring at

part edges
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torus-based textiles were primarily employed as a
simple model to demonstrate the technology, and
few of the more complex textile forms exhibit the
same freedom of rotation. Notwithstanding this
statement a probabilistic method may also be effec-
tive, and more straightforward in implementation
than a process model, at the meso-scale.
It should also benoted that the experimental data for

some of the textile samples (Fig. 10(b)) exhibit a piece-
wise drop in force as failure occurs due to link
breakages, which are not simultaneous across the
width of the specimen. This behaviour is not present
in the predicted results since all of the links were
assigned identical mechanical properties. Contri-
butions to the deviation from this idealized case in
the experimental behaviour may be from variability
in strength of the links due to the manufacturing pro-
cess and from geometric misalignment in the speci-
mens due to handling and friction at the contacts.
Such imperfections could be introduced into the
model at a later stage of development, particularly if
a probabilistic method was employed to account for
material variability.
It was noted that the use of one-dimensional spring

elements would cause solver instabilities under

certain loading conditions. However, some of these
instabilities are present within the real material due
to the friction dominated contact phenomena associ-
ated with compression and shear loads, in which the
exact contact geometry is typically unknown. Since
the structural performance of the material is
exploited when subjected to tensile loads, it is antici-
pated that mechanical analysis, at least for design
purposes, may be limited to such cases and that the
appropriate in-service geometry (i.e. after any shear
deformation or draping has occurred) should be ana-
lysed. Although through-thickness loads are relevant
in applications such as protective clothing, such situ-
ations would require a different approach such as
local stress analysis at the meso-scale; the present
technique is intended for loading conditions where
in-plane tension is dominant. Although some of the
rigid body motions present may be modelled by
defining the non-linear spring elements such that
there is little resistance to movement within a par-
ticular range of extension, it may be more efficient
to model some loading conditions using an
alternative approach such as a kinematics or
semi-rigid-body mechanics package.
The results presented in the current paper show

that, at least in the context of an initial study, a non-
linear two-scale FE model has the potential to be
used as a design tool for this new class of materials.
Although further development of the methods
would be required, initial validation is very
promising.
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